Review of sampling hard-to-reach and hidden
populations for HIV surveillance
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Adequate surveillance of hard-to-reach and ‘hidden’ subpopulations is crucial to
containing the HIV epidemic in low prevalence settings and in slowing the rate of
transmission in high prevalence settings. For a variety of reasons, however, conventional facility and survey-based surveillance data collection strategies are ineffective for
a number of key subpopulations, particularly those whose behaviors are illegal or illicit.
This paper critically reviews alternative sampling strategies for undertaking behavioral
or biological surveillance surveys of such groups. Non-probability sampling approaches
such as facility-based sentinel surveillance and snowball sampling are the simplest to
carry out, but are subject to a high risk of sampling/selection bias. Most of the
probability sampling methods considered are limited in that they are adequate only
under certain circumstances and for some groups. One relatively new method,
respondent-driven sampling, an adaptation of chain-referral sampling, appears to be
the most promising for general applications. However, as its applicability to HIV
surveillance in resource-poor settings has yet to be established, further field trials
are needed before a firm conclusion can be reached.
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Introduction
The main function of HIV/AIDS surveillance is to
provide an understanding of local epidemics, including
the source of new infections over time and the behavioral
and biological factors driving infection spread in order to
provide a basis for designing and evaluating appropriate
interventions [1]. In order to be effective, it is crucial that
surveillance efforts focus on the segments of national or
community populations that play an important role in
HIV transmission. Epidemiological considerations, of
course, play a central role in the selection of populations
for surveillance. Population subgroups should be chosen
on the basis of their ability to provide information about
where and among whom HIV is spreading and where and
among whom the behaviors that expose individuals to
HIV are being practised [2,3]. Surveillance should also
focus on subpopulations that are large enough to
influence the spread of HIV meaningfully.
In low-grade and concentrated epidemic settings, these
groups will generally consist of sex workers, injection

drug users (IDU), men who have sex with men (MSM),
and specific mobile or migrating population groups.
However, there is also an important rationale for
conducting surveillance among these ‘high-risk’ groups
in high HIV prevalence settings, especially when targeted
interventions are planned.
A primary challenge for surveillance of these highrisk subpopulations is obtaining ‘representative’ samples
of them for surveillance measurement purposes [4,5].
The challenge arises from the fact that many such
groups are ‘hidden’; that is, no sampling frame exists for
them, and because the behaviors in which they engage
are either illegal or illicit, they generally prefer not to
participate in surveillance data collection activities
[6,7]. Meaningful surveillance thus requires that
sampling strategies that are both feasible and capable
of producing unbiased estimates (or more realistically
estimates with minimal levels of bias) be devised
for population subgroups that are not efficiently
‘captured’ using conventional surveillance data collection
strategies.
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This paper critically reviews the sampling approaches that
have and potentially could be used in ‘second-generation’
HIV surveillance efforts for such groups. The paper
begins with a brief review of public health surveillance,
which defines the context for evaluating alternative
sampling approaches. We then enumerate the major
challenges encountered in sampling the types of hard-toreach and ‘hidden’ populations that are of interest for HIV
surveillance and the merits of different sampling
approaches in meeting these challenges. The paper
concludes with some recommendations for further
testing and research to advance the state of the science
of HIV surveillance for hidden populations.

Public health surveillance
A crucial feature of public health surveillance is that the
data should be representative of and thus generalizable to
the population under surveillance, i.e. have high external
validity. When a disease or other outcome of interest is
highly prevalent in the general population and a large
proportion of the population comes into at least periodic
contact with health services, routine reporting by
health clinics and other service-providing institutions
(health clinics, hospitals, private doctor’s offices, drug
treatment centers, correctional facilities, family planning centers, etc.) suffices as a surveillance mechanism.
Because public health resources are scarce, surveillance
has traditionally targeted the ‘low hanging fruit’ (i.e. the
most easily accessed populations) for HIV surveillance. In
most developing countries, the only sources of routinely
available HIV surveillance data have been pregnant
women seeking antenatal care, sexually transmitted
disease (STD) patients, and military recruits (the data
for which are often not publicly available).
In the absence of reporting requirements or facility-based
data collection capabilities, periodic general population
surveys can provide adequate HIV surveillance data, albeit
at a higher cost. Multistage cluster sampling procedures
for general population surveys are well established and
accepted [8], and survey-based public health surveillance
of common health-related behaviors has been common
practice for decades. With regard to HIV/AIDS,
population-based prevention indicator surveys provided
much of the general population behavioral surveillance
data available in developing country settings in the 1990s,
and both behavioral and biological HIV surveillance data
are currently being obtained on a regular basis via
Demographic and Health Surveys and AIDS Indicator
Surveys.
However, when the risk-taking behaviors that justify the
inclusion of population subgroups in HIV surveillance are
stigmatized or illegal in the society at large, conventional
household surveys are unlikely to produce accurate

surveillance data. There are several reasons for this. First,
no list or sampling frame of the subpopulations exists, and
creating a useful sampling frame is generally either
infeasible or prohibitively expensive. The ethnographic
mapping of populations, for example, is relatively labor
intensive when performed for sample frame development. Mapping also relies on readily identifiable elements
of a population. One cannot map IDU who have drugs
delivered and inject at home. Other applications of
mapping, e.g. for targeted sampling, are essentially
convenience samples. Second, because they often
represent a small proportion of the general population,
obtaining statistically reliable data for such subpopulations
through household surveys would require prohibitively
large sample sizes. Finally, because they engage in
behaviors that are illegal or at least stigmatized in many
settings, members of such subpopulations are often
reluctant to participate in surveys and risk revealing their
behaviors to others who may be present at the time of a
survey.
The existence of hidden populations presents a dilemma
for HIV surveillance, as their omission from surveillance
systems leaves important gaps in our knowledge and
understanding of the HIV/AIDS epidemics. The
importance of these populations warrants special attention to the development of sampling methods that
provide valid estimates of infection rates and behaviors
among their members.

Sampling of hard-to-reach and hidden
populations
Sampling procedures should be capable of reaching all
members of the population or subpopulation under
surveillance in order to produce unbiased estimates of
trends in HIV infection rates and behavioral risks. If they
are not, observed changes in behaviors and infection rates
may be confounded by factors that are the result of
differences in sampling procedures in successive rounds of
data collection. As in other scientifically rigorous
endeavors, the preferred approach for surveillance is
probability sampling, defined as a sample in which sample
elements are chosen randomly in such a way that each
element has a non-zero probability of selection that may
be calculated.
Some would argue that surveillance data do not have to be
perfect (i.e. be unbiased) in order to be useful, and that
undertaking surveillance that entails time-consuming and
costly sampling frame development and related preparatory activities is wasteful of scarce public health
resources. This argument would, in our view, have merit
if the direction and magnitude of biases for the population
subgroups of interest were known and were constant over
time. However, because: (i) conventional surveillance
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approaches often capture only a small fraction of the total
population of some subgroups; (ii) the behaviors and HIV
status of those covered and missed by conventional
surveillance systems can differ quite substantially and in
ways that cannot be reliably anticipated; and (iii) there is
no assurance that biases in coverage will remain constant
over time, there is the very real danger of surveillance data
being misleading or failing to capture significant pockets
of infection that can lead to a more generalized spread of
HIV if not contained. In the light of this, it is our view
that investment in obtaining higher quality surveillance
data is justified, although admittedly there are limits to the
magnitude of resources that can be spent on surveillance,
and this reality must be considered when choosing among
alternative sampling methods.

Snowball sampling
Over the past two to three decades, several methods for
recruiting hidden populations for surveillance and other
survey research purposes have emerged [9,10]. Perhaps
the most commonly used method is snowball sampling
[6–8,11–14]. Snowball sampling entails identifying an
initial number of subgroup members from whom the
desired data are gathered and who then serve as ‘seeds’, or
study staff recruited respondents, to help identify other
subgroup members (i.e. individuals who engage in the
same types of behaviors) to be included in the sample.
These individuals in turn are asked to provide information on other subgroup members, and the process
continues until either a target sample size has been
reached or the sample has become ‘saturated’ (i.e. new
sample subgroup members fail to provide information
that differs from that obtained from members interviewed
previously).
Although initial seeds in snowball sampling are in theory
randomly chosen, in practice this is difficult if not
impossible to carry out. Therefore, as a practical matter,
initial seeds in snowball sampling tend to be chosen via
convenience sampling. Like other non-probability
sampling methods, the major drawback of snowball
sampling is sampling bias; that is, the danger that the
sample ultimately obtained is not ‘representative’ of the
larger population from which the sample was drawn. In
snowball sampling, the sample composition is heavily
influenced by the choice of initial seeds, and the method,
in practice, also tends to be biased towards favoring more
cooperative as opposed to randomly chosen subjects
and those that are part of larger personal networks [6,7].
Non-probability sampling methods such as snowball
sampling are useful in formative research and in problem
definition, but are not suitable for producing data that
can be confidently generalized to larger populations,
although they are sometimes (incorrectly) used in this
manner.

Facility-based sampling
Recruiting population members from a variety of
facilities frequented by members is another commonly
used method. Correctional facilities have been used to
sample populations involved in illegal activities such as
illicit drug use and commercial sex work [15–19]. Drug
treatment centers are useful sources for finding IDU [20–
22], and some STD clinics serve high proportions of
MSM and commercial sex workers (CSW), with some
dedicated exclusively to these populations [23–27].
Needle exchanges also provide access to IDU [28]. Each
of these facilities has been used to recruit large numbers of
hidden population members; however, they come with
certain, similar biases. Correctional facility populations
rely on the application of local laws, both the laws and the
application of which can vary widely by jurisdiction.
None of the options provide probability samples that can
be considered representative of a given population.
Individuals who have the wherewithal to obtain services,
particularly in societies in which their behaviors are
stigmatized, will be different from group members who
do not seek and obtain these services. Furthermore,
dedicated services such as STD clinics for CSWand MSM
or needle exchanges and drug treatment for IDU are not
common in many parts of the world. In addition, drug
treatment centers offering opiate substitution therapy will
not attract cocaine injectors, only heroin users.

Targeted sampling
Other sampling methods have been developed to try to
overcome the limitations of snowball sampling for use
with population subgroups such as those of interest for
HIV behavioral and biological surveillance [29,30].
Targeted sampling, for example, extends the ideas of
snowball sampling to include an initial ethnographic
assessment aimed at identifying the various networks or
subgroups that might exist in a given setting [31]. The
subgroups so identified are then treated as sampling strata,
and quota samples are chosen within each stratum using
systematic sampling when feasible. The magnitude of
sampling bias in targeted sampling depends on the
thoroughness of the ethnographic assessment. As a
practical matter, the time and resources available to
undertake thorough ethnographic assessments limits the
usefulness of the approach for surveillance [6,7].

Time-location sampling
Another approach that has seen increasing use in recent
years takes advantage of the fact that some hidden
populations tend to gather or congregate at certain types
of locations [32,33]. For example, sex workers often
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congregate at brothels, massage parlors, and street corners
in ‘red light’ districts; MSM in bars and ‘cruising areas’
known to attract MSM; IDU at ‘shooting galleries’ and
other locations known to be frequented by IDU. In timelocation sampling (TLS), such sites are enumerated in a
preliminary ethnographic mapping or presurveillance
assessment exercise; the list of sites so developed is used as
a sampling frame from which to choose a probability
sample of sites, and data are gathered from either all or a
sample of subgroup members found at the site during a
pre-defined time interval (e.g. a randomly chosen 3-h
time period on a randomly chosen day of the week).
Because probabilities of selection can be calculated, TLS
qualifies as a probability sampling method.
However, unless all or a very high percentage of sites where
subgroup members congregate are identified so that they
can be included in the sampling frame, and all or a very high
percentage of subgroup members visit such sites at least
periodically, TLS also suffers from potentially unacceptable
levels of bias. Including all gathering sites can in theory be
achieved given sufficient time and resources for sampling
frame development, but here again there are practical limits
as to the resources that can be committed to such activities
on a regular basis. Because the locations where members of
particular subgroups congregate change over time, it is
necessary to repeat the sampling frame development
exercise before each round of surveillance data collection.
Having available the sampling frame from previous
surveillance rounds reduces the cost of sampling frame
development in subsequent rounds, but the costs of
updating the sampling frame tend nevertheless to be nontrivial. As a result, there is a real danger of missing some
sites, resulting in potential sampling bias.
Subgroup members who do not visit such sites pose a more
serious problem. Here, no amount of rigor in constructing
sampling frames of gathering sites will reduce sampling
bias, and thus if a significant proportion of members of a
given subgroup tend not to frequent such sites, TLS can be
subject to serious sampling bias, to the extent that the
behaviors and HIV status of subgroup members who do
not visit gathering sites differ from those who do.
Another important source of bias with TLS is the nature of
the recruitment sites. MSM attending bars and dance clubs
may not want to participate in surveys in which they might
learn their HIV status. IDU coming to buy drugs will want
to leave as soon as possible. Sex workers working a street
corner will not want to miss a potential client. Nonresponse will be linked closely with certain sites.

Respondent-driven sampling
The newest approach for sampling hidden populations is
known as respondent-driven sampling (RDS) [6,7]. RDS

has several features that allow it to overcome some of the
limitations inherent in the other methods described
above. The method is similar to snowball sampling in
that it involves chain referral sampling. However, the
recruitment process is implemented in a manner that
allows for the calculation of selection probabilities, thus
it qualifies as a probability sampling method [34,35].
In addition, the method has greater external validity
because it is not limited to subgroup members who
are accessible at sites, but rather extends the sample to
all potential members of a subgroup selected for
surveillance by accessing respondents through their social
networks.
With RDS, ‘seeds’ are enlisted as temporary recruiters.
They receive an explanation of the study and a limited
number of coupons that can be used by them to recruit a
peer who is eligible for the study. The ‘seed’ refers their
peer to the study by providing them with a coupon that
has a unique serial number. If their peer is eligible and
enrolls in the study, the ‘seed’ may become eligible for a
reimbursement for their recruitment effort. Furthermore,
each referred respondent receives a similar number of
coupons, as do their referred respondents, until the
sample size is met. Because the referred respondent must
present themselves at the study site, recruitment is entirely
voluntary. Staff never need the names or contact
information of potential participants.
Among the primary features that distinguish RDS from
snowball sampling is that ‘seeds’ are limited in the
number of respondents they can recruit by the number of
coupons they receive (e.g. three to four), thereby
minimizing the influence of initial seeds on the final
sample composition. Limiting the number of recruits in
this way encourages long recruitment chains, thereby
increasing the ‘reach’ of the sample into more hidden
pockets of the population. Other features that distinguish RDS from snowball sampling are that the
relationship between recruiters and recruits is documented so that recruitment biases can be assessed and
adjusted for in the analysis, and information on the
personal network size of each respondent is collected to
allow weighted analysis through ‘post-stratification’ to
compensate for the oversampling of respondents with
larger social networks. For example, a typical RDS
respondent, John Doe, refers Jane Doe. Without
knowing either individual’s name, we ask Jane Doe
for her relationship with the person who gave her the
coupon. She replies casual sex partner and regular
injection partner. Through the coupon serial number,
we link her to John Doe with the relationship
information. When John Doe returns for reimbursement, we ask his relationship to the person he referred
and that information becomes linked. Furthermore, we
asked John how many injectors he knows. If he
responded ‘30’, we know that Jane’s theoretical
probability of selection by John was one in 30.
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When conducting RDS, data collection proceeds
through successive ‘waves’ or recruitment cycles until
the sample reaches ‘equilibrium’ with respect to the
variables being measured. Equilibrium can be interpreted
as a state in which the estimates converge around a stable
sample composition that does not change during
subsequent cycles of recruitment. In theory, equilibrium
is reached within six recruitment waves or less regardless
of who the initial seeds are. In addition to providing more
externally valid probability samples, a major advantage of
RDS is that it does not require an exhaustive mapping
process to construct sampling frames. With RDS, the
sampling frame is constructed during the sampling
process, during which subgroup members recruit their
peers and recruitment patterns are documented. Another
theoretical advantage of RDS is that it is based on a dual
incentive system, financial reward in combination with
peer pressure, and this can be expected to reduce nonresponse bias because those who would not participate
for financial reasons alone may do so as a favor to a
friend.

Respondent-driven sampling checklist
The RDS sampling method includes four essential
elements. If one or more of these is not present, then
the sampling method is not RDS. These are: (i)
documentation of who recruited whom must be tracked,
generally through a coupon system; (ii) recruitment must
be rationed with generally no more than three coupons
allotted per ‘seed’, (iii) information on personal network
size must be gathered and recorded; and (iv) recruiters and
recruits must know one another (i.e. have a preexisting
relationship).

Conventional cluster sampling
It should be noted that in limited circumstances, conventional cluster sampling may be an adequate sampling
method for HIV surveillance of at-risk populations.
For cluster sampling to be appropriate, it is necessary to
have available or be possible to construct a relatively
complete sampling frame of group members. Furthermore, it is necessary to be able to access all group
members during the period of data collection. These
requirements might be met in the case of readily accessible
populations, for example, military personnel and miners.
Other groups of potential interest (e.g. police, transportation workers), unless it is possible to make repeated ‘callbacks’ to obtain measurements from sampled group
members not present at the time of data collection, could
result in a potentially large non-response bias, rendering
cluster sampling an infeasible option for hidden high-risk
groups.

Recommendations for further testing and
research
Studies validating the RDS method and comparing it
with other probability sampling methods (e.g. TLS) are
currently underway in a number of developing countries
to assess its feasibility and utility as a sampling strategy for
‘second generation’ HIV surveillance. Some of the key
assumptions and operational issues being investigated
include: (i) how to track refusal rates and the potential
impact of non-response bias; (ii) the assumption of
random recruitment within personal networks; (iii) the
speed with which equilibrium can be reached given the
typical sample sizes and timeframes used for surveillance,
and the unknown degree of overlap between networks;
(iv) how initial seeds should be selected to maximize the
ability to reach equilibrium in the shortest amount of
time; (v) the question of appropriate incentives to
maximize participation, and minimize the likelihood of
refusal or the recruitment of strangers or ineligible
respondents; (vi) the degree to which RDS is able to
reach a portion of the population missed by other
sampling methods; and (vii) how to manage multiple data
collection sites, staffing and the verification of whether
respondents meet inclusion criteria.

Discussion
Given the critical importance of understanding local HIV
epidemics, our view is that high quality surveillance
systems are very much needed. Appropriate sampling
approaches are at the core of any high quality surveillance
system, especially when the system is tracking populations
that are ‘hidden’ or ‘difficult to reach’. Most often
when surveillance data are not interpretable or produce
unexpected findings, inappropriate or inconsistent
sampling methods are often the cause of the problem.
These errors can result from many different sources
including: (i) selection bias resulting from sampling only
in selected facilities; (ii) a poor definition of the
surveillance population in ‘community-based’ surveys;
(iii) incomplete sampling frames; (iv) the use of venuebased sampling frames when many members of the
population never frequent those sites; (v) an inability to
locate or identify members of the subpopulation; and
(vi) non-response and other sources of bias.
Tracking transmission dynamics among populations that
play a critical role in the transmission of HIV is one of the
many challenges we must confront if we want to improve
our response to the epidemic. The methods discussed in
this paper represent the best efforts to date to find feasible
sampling approaches that will contribute to obtaining
unbiased trends of HIV prevalence and HIV-related risk
behaviors among hidden populations. Results from
validation studies currently under way should begin to
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provide evidence about how well these sampling methods
are performing in developing country settings. Undoubtedly, there will be many lessons to share that will result in
further advances in the state of HIV surveillance.
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